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seventeenth century there had already developed in the coal
industry a class which assumed the functions of manage-
ment 6.
1 Scott, Joint-Stock Companies, i. 332 ; ii. 462.
* Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry, ii. 43-45, 49-50, 60-61.
8 Supra, p. 121.	* Supra, p. 125; infra, vol. iii. 208, 214.
5 Supra, vol. i. 509.	a Nef, op. cit. i. 429.
(1)	Page 122, note i
" The dangers in digging these coals is the falling of the
earth and killing of the poor people ... or else the sudden
eruption of standing waters in old works " 1.
1 Owen, The Description of Pembrokeshire (1603 :  ed. Owen, 1892), 91.
(2)	Page 124, note ia
An Act of the Scottish Parliament in 1606 laid down
that colliers might not be hired without a " testimonial of
their master whom they last served ... or at least sufficient
attestation of any reasonable cause of their removing made
in presence of any bailiff or magistrate " x.
1 The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland (ed. 1816), iv. 286-287.
(3)	Page 124, note 3
This example qualifies the statement x that nothing is
known of the history of the bonding system during the
seventeenth century.
1 Nef, The Rise of the British Coal Industry, ii. 165.
(4)	Page 125, note 2
Miners in Pembrokeshire at the beginning of the seven-
teenth century worked from six to six, and rested an hour
at noon 1.
1 Owen, The Description of Pembrokeshire (1603 :   ed. Owen, 1892), 91.
(5)	Page 125, note 8
A Lancashire wage assessment (for the hundred of
Blackburn) in 1673 provided that no collier " skilful in
getting of coals shall take wages by the day without meat
and drink above zod ". The daily maximum for a € filler

